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Objectives
Discuss/Explore:

 What is VoiceThread© [VT]

 Integrating VT 

 As an educators’ tool

 As a student assignment

 Survey of VoiceThread Assignment in Graduate 
Genomic Online Course

 Students’ Perceptions of Using VoiceThread

 Educators’ Perceptions of Using VoiceThread
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Overview
 Given today’s pedagogical arena, there is an expectation for 

creative innovative teaching that encourages thoughtful 
engagement
 Fostering a sense of community whilst instilling proactive 

interactions and participation

 To continue to nurture and enhance this educational dynamic, 
educators need to be more inclusive in their approach 
 Promoting a community culture of learners

 One tool to achieve this sense of community and social 
presence is VoiceThread
 Web-based platform facilitating communication and educational 

enhancements

 Encouraging a participatory culture
 providing opportunities to share a video with a narrative, in addition to 

sharing comments
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What is VoiceThread
 Collective collaborative process whereby students and 

educators can
 View pictures, hear narration, comment and share 

thoughts
 Create, share and comment on: images, PowerPoints 

presentations, videos, audio files, documents, and 
PDFs

 Uses microphone, webcam, text, phone, and audio-
file upload 

 Transform online communication
 Enhancing student engagement and online presence 

through an instructive teaching/learning approach
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 Uses social constructivist proactive learning communal 
pedagogy
 Fosters students’ knowledge of the content whilst 

promoting a community 

 Allows for enhanced reflection of self and others

 Engaged discourse

 Analysis of content

 Opportunities to respond

 Provide feedback

 Develop a social community presence and 
culture
 ALL WHILST Promoting an Active Online Presence

 fostering inclusiveness



INTEGRATING VOICETHREAD
Educators Tool

 Use extensively as an Orientation Tool for all courses
 Developed a VT for each course as a way of providing an 

orientation to the class
 face-to-face and online courses

 As Simulation Coordinator
 Developed VT for clinical nurse educators on the SON 

simulation process
 especially useful during the COVID-19 pandemic, as all 

prelicensure hospital-based clinical experiences became 
e-learning based
 developed VTs for SON e-Learning simulation 

process
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INTEGRATING VOICETHREAD
Student Assignment

 Online DNP (N=11) and Graduate (N=2) Genomics Course

 Risk assessment case study assignment

 interview patient; review family Hx; present findings in VT presentation

 presentation 10-15 minutes in length

 rubric grading scale developed

 Developed VT tutorial: How to develop and construct  
presentation with recommendations on how to write up and 
narrate assignment

 tutorial utilized a PowerPoint© presentation with narration to each slide

 developed via the educators’ VT account

 shared with students on course Blackboard platform 
https://voicethread.com/myvoice/thread/11966091/71108604/66694791
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Survey of VoiceThread Assignment
 After course completion, students asked to respond to emailed 

survey [via Qualtrics©] 
 About their self-reported perceptions of VT assignment
 IRB approval obtained

 data deidentified and anonymous

 Survey asked: 
 Did you enjoy this assignment? Why/why not?
 Did you view any of your colleagues VT presentations? And if so, 

were they helpful? 
 Do you feel there was an increase in your retention of the 

knowledge gained from this VT risk assessment assignment? 
Why/why not?

 Did you experience difficulty developing and/or uploading your 
VT assignment?  Were the issues quickly solved?

 Did you listen to my VT resource
 Any additional comments and feedback
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Student Perspective
 Eleven students responded extremely positively…enjoyed assignment 

stating:
 “I enjoyed it because it was different, so I got to use a new program 

that I have never used before, and it was fairly easy to use after 
watching the demonstration video you provided”

 “It allowed us to educate each other from the perspective of a patient 
and it was an example of a different method that we can maybe use 
to teach patients”

 “I really did enjoy the assignment…was my first time of using VT”
 “Relevant to the class” and “forces one to speak publicly”
 Majority (80%) viewed their colleagues VT presentations, stating:

 “I viewed a few of my colleagues' presentations. It was interesting to see 
their thought process and the genetic conditions they wrote about”

 “I learned how to improve my HPI from the slides and how to better 
organize my assessment so that when someone reads my work they can 
follow and visualize what I saw. I believe everyone in the class were 
pursuing their DNP so I felt like they were teaching me as well”  
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 When asked if they feel assignment increased their knowledge retention, all 
agreed it did:
 “I do feel as though I retained more knowledge because I was able to go 

through and plan then record and re-record my voice thread if necessary, so I 
really have an in-depth understanding of the information”

 “There was visualization that embedded new information and the format of 
the presentations were attention grabbing” 

 “Had to work hard to prepare to avoid embarrassing self if being publicly     
viewed among colleagues”

 When asked about any difficulty developing and/or uploading VT assignment, 
only two students commented that they did experience issues:
 “It was a bit hard for me because I wanted to be as close to perfect as possible, 

not dragging or repetitive. It was also difficult because I am not so advanced 
with technology so after completing the power points and uploading them, I 
found that a lot of the effects that was applied to the power points were not 
functioning decreasing the visual effect that I had planned for my 
presentation”

 “It was difficult at first but I later figured it out”
 Additional feedback confirmed positiveness to VT assignment:

 “I would continue with the assignment because it lets people know that in 
their career as an APN, there are many ways to educate a patient”

 “I really enjoyed it”
 “It broadened my knowledge”
 “Ty professor for coming up with these innovative methods of learning”
 “I like the VT Assignment” 



Educator Perspective
 Equally favorable!

 Overall enjoyment listening to VTs instead of reading papers 
 An active process, opportunity to hear students in an otherwise non 

face-to-face course
 Surprisingly unique personal experience 

 Chose to email write feedback as well as provide feedback via 
VoiceThread
 Felt like a duplication of effort

 In the future, would keep minimal hand written notes with 
majority of feedback via VT application itself

 Able to get better understanding of students’ integration of content 
 I listened to student discuss patient and present case study content  

 Provided unique singular experience with each student
 Student grades equally impressive

 average of 95.53 (median = 98.00; SD = 7.64), with one student 
receiving 100
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Conclusions
 Integrating new pedagogical strategy to enhance students’ 

overall competency in a subject matter requires educators to be 
comfortable and confident in that teaching tool

 VoiceThread
 Embraces 21st Century students’ desire for social media activities
 Instills a sense of social community presence
 Proactive engagement

 necessary in an online environment 

 Online education necessitates an inclusiveness that is not always 
easy to foster 
 VT provides opportunity to embrace this 

 VT integration provides opportunities to create project-based 
assignments 

 Providing students with varying learning experiences expands on 
the dimensions of learning styles
 Continuing to promote a connectiveness and presence for all in the 

class 
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Thank you for your time

If anyone has any questions, please 
do not hesitate to contact me

 lsharoff@hunter.cuny.edu
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